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Abstract

This technical report (TR) provides an introduction to FlexCacheG a feature that implements file
caching in NetApp filers. The TR describes in detail what FlexCache volumes areG what
business problem they solve and how they work. The benefits of using FlexCache are
highlighted using deployment examples. FinallyG the TR details FlexCache best practices for
setupG sizingG scalingG and performance considerations.
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TECHNICAL REPORT

1. Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this technical report is to provide an introduction to FlexCacheG a feature of
NetApp Data ONTAPQ that implements file caching. Re will explain what FlexCache volumes
areG describe how they workG and explain the benefits of caching by describing common
deployment examples. Finally we will go over best practices for FlexCache configuration and
sizing.
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2. Introduction
FlexCache is a new feature in Data ONTAP that allows organizations to reduce management and infrastructure
costs by automatically replicatingG storingG and serving data reSuested over NFS. The NFS caching model in
FlexCache replaces the DNFS ApplianceG which was previously available on the NetCacheU platform.
In the caching model FlexCache volumes store the data thatVs most recently accessed from the origin. To ensure
freshnessGof cached dataG FlexCache will reclaim space by e$ecting less recently accessed data from the cache.
AdditionallyG if the source volumeVs data is modified FlexCache fetches the modified data upon access to ensure
cache consistency. The FlexCache volume can therefore perform optimally when the source volume does not
change very often.
In compute farm environmentsG where the file server becomes a bottleneckG FlexCache can be used to increase
overall performance while keeping administration costs to a minimum. TypicallyG computational capacity is
increased by adding new clients to the compute farm to the point where file server throughput becomes the limiting
factor.
For employees located at remote officesG RAN-associated latencies and bandwidth constraints often lead to the
deployment of additional servers at the remote site. Additional servers offer LAN-like access to remote employees
but inevitably lead to increased management and infrastructure costs in the form of complex data replication
processes and hardware. FlexCache alleviates much of this burden by caching and serving only the reSuested
portion of a data fileG while simultaneously maintaining data consistency with the origin file server.

3. What Are Fle/Cache 3olumes?
FlexCache volumes are sparsely populated volumes on a local (caching) NetApp filer that is backed by a volume
on a differentG possibly remote (origin)G NetApp filer. Rhen data is reSuested from the FlexCache volumeG it is read
through the network from the origin system and cached on the FlexCache volume. SubseSuent reSuests for that
data are then served directly from the FlexCache volume. In this wayG clients in remote locations are provided with
direct access to cached data. This improves performance when data is accessed repeatedlyG because after the
first reSuestG the data no longer has to travel across the network.
The initial release of FlexCache supports read caching of NFS. FlexCache volumes are writableG and updates to a
FlexCache volume are written through to the origin volume. The caching filer as well as the origin filer must run
Data ONTAP 7.0.1G the release that supports this featureG or later. Data ONTAP 7G introduced FlexVolQG which
allows creation of virtualized logical containers for more flexible storage allocation. The following terms are used
throughout the paper and are important for understanding Data ONTAP 7G because they relate to FlexCache
volumes:
Aggregate. A physical container of disks from which logical volumes and RAID groups can be created.
Traditional volume. A single physical volume that is associated with a collection of disks and managed by a
single administrative unit.
Fle/ible volume. A logical volume available in Data ONTAP 7G that resides within an aggregate and can grow or
decrease in size. It is constrained only by the soft limits set when created and the hard limits of the aggregate. It is
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the enabling technology for all other flexible features.
FlexCache volumes are special FlexVol volumes that are purpose-built for caching files from another filer. A
FlexCache volume maps to a single volume on the origin server. The origin volume can be either a FlexVol volume
or traditional volume. The caching filer implements the data protection and business continuance features of a filerG
including clustered failover (CFO)G allowing for a more redundant design without a single point of failure.

6.1.

Fle9Cache: Fle9Vol: and Traditional Volume

Figure 1C What are Fle/Cache volumes?

FlexCache volumesG FlexVol volumesG and traditional volumes can coexist on the caching filer. The type of volume
and its properties will determine how space is managed within the aggregate. Figure 1 shows two FlexCache
volumesG one backed by a traditional volume and the other by a FlexVol volume on an origin filer. In addition to the
two FlexCache volumesG the caching filer also hosts a FlexVol volume as well as a traditional volume.

6.?.

Benefits of Fle9Cache Volumes

Management and infrastructure costs can be reduced by deploying FlexCache volumes at remote offices and in
compute farm environments. In the first release of FlexCacheG NFS read reSuests are cached and write-through
reSuests are proxied back to the origin filer. Deploying FlexCache provides the following benefits:
Reduced administration costs:
!
No need to manage replication or synchronization processes
!
Fewer servers and storage devices to manage
Faster time-to-market:
!
New data is always accessible] no need to wait for next replication run
!
Faster overall computation times in compute farms
Lower infrastructure costs:
!
Lower bandwidth costs because only the data reSuested by users gets transferred
!
Lower server and storage costs because only the data that is needed gets stored
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4. Where Can Fle/Cache 3olumes Be Used?

>.1.

Acceleration of Compute Farms

One of the emerging trends in the technical computing marketplace is the proliferation of compute farms. The
primary driver of this trend is the decrease in the price/performance of the PC-based computers through
commoditization. Many of the high-end mainframeG supercomputerG or proprietary high-end SMP configurations are
being complementedG or in some cases replacedG by small 1U/2U PCsG usually running a flavor of LinuxU. For a
perspective on this topicG see TR 3385- Distributed Storage for a Scalable Grid Infrastructure. This proliferation of
compute farms can cause hot spots in storage that serves application datasets.
One of the primary benefits of using FlexCache volumes is their ability to create a copy of the data that is accessed
most freSuently. For applications workloads that are mostly read orientedG this ability of FlexCache can be used for
offloading read operations from a filer serving application data to compute farms. In this configurationG the overall
throughput of the compute farm accelerates because of the increased read bandwidth. Examples of applications
that are mostly read intensiveG and could therefore benefit from read offloading are Semiconductor TapeoutG
Seismologic AnalysisG and Rendering.

Figure 3C Accelerating compute farmsH read offloading using Fle/Cache.

Figure 3 shows clients in a compute farm deployment accessing the application dataset over NFS from a filer. The
application dataset can consist of softwareG reference librariesG and the application data. FlexCache can be
configured in this environment in such a way that groups of NFS clients access cached copies of the entire
application dataset.
Rhenever an NFS client tries to access a reference libraryG the caching filer will fetch it from the origin and cache it
locally. SubseSuent accesses to this library will be from the local cache. Rrites to any application data are written
through the originG making this deployment transparent to the application.
This approach reduces load on the server and at the same time scales up server throughput with no reduction in
client access latency.
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>.?.

Software Distribution to Remote Locations

Figure 4C Software distribution to remote officesH reduce latencJ using Fle/Cache.

In a distributed global enterpriseG a common problem is associated with the distribution of software uniformly and
consistently throughout the enterprise. In the UNIXU worldG software is often made available at a central location or
locations by sharing the central location over NFS. Software distribution servers are often used in a tree topologyG
and the software distribution and libraries are replicated to the software distribution servers in the remote locations
using tools such as "#y%& or "'(#).
This approach to software distribution can be expensive in terms of infrastructureG productivityG and administration
costs. Since all of the data gets replicated from the central server to remote locations independent of needsG the
cost of bandwidth to the remote offices as well as remote storage needs can be unnecessarily high. In terms of
productivityG any data that is not replicated will not be available. AdditionallyG data may not be available between
replication windows. Administrative costs of maintaining the scripts and monitoring replication cron $obs can be
high. Moreover the storage for the remote software distribution servers may reSuire occasional management .
FlexCache can be used to simplify the remote software distribution within enterprises. In a typical remote office
deploymentG caching filers can be used as software distribution servers in the remote office. In a remote office
configurationG a caching filer sits near the edge of the network or as close as possible to the remote office. Client
reSuests are configured to explicitly mount the caching filer instead of the origin server. The caching filer will pull
down only files that are reSuested by clients at the remote office and serve them locally on subseSuent reSuests.
This approach ensures that bandwidth to and the storage at the remote location is efficiently used. AdditionallyG
local access to remote data significantly reduces the latency of access. Data in the local cache is immediately
available as soon as the reSuested file or directory is pulled into the local cacheG and the clients do not have to wait
for bulk transfers to finish as described in the push model above. Since the FlexCache volumes can manage space
allocation very efficiently based on the caching filerVs space management featureG administration costs for software
distribution can be significantly reduced. The clustered failover (CFO) feature of filers ensures that the distribute
software is highly available at the remote siteG where administrative resources may be scarce.
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5. How Do Fle/Cache 3olumes Work?
A newly created FlexCache volume starts out empty and is populated as responses are stored from client
reSuests. Only the data that has been reSuested by a user is cached. Cached ob$ects remain on the device as long
as they are deemed consistent with the origin server and are reSuested by the end user.

5.1.

Caching Iranularity

A FlexCache volume can cache filesG directoriesG and symbolic links. Caching is performed at a 4K block level
granularityG and invalidation is performed at the file level. This means that a client doesnVt have to reSuest an entire
file for FlexCache to cache iteonly the 4K blocks accessed by the client will be cached. The immediate
conseSuences of this specificity are efficient usage of disk space and the maximization of hits on “hot” or freSuently
reSuested ob$ects. Rhenever a file attribute is altered on the source file serverG the entire file will need to be
revalidated. Responses to directory-related reSuestsG such as READDIR and READDIRPLUSG are cached by
FlexCache. SubseSuent reSuests for LOOKUPSG READDIRG and READDIRPLUSG are then served as hits to the
client.

Figure 2C Sparse files.

5.?.

Cache Consistency

Data is cached/verified through client read reSuests (e.g.G READG LOOKUPG READDIR) and invalidated through
client modifying reSuests (e.g.G RRITEG REMOVE). Cache consistency for FlexCache volumes is achieved using a
combination of attribute cache timeoutsG delegations and invalidation of cached ob$ects while proxying writes.

5.2.1.

Attribute Cache Timeouts

Rhen data is retrieved from the origin volumeG the file that contains that data is considered current in
the FlexCache volume for a specified length of timeG called the attribute cache timeout. During that
timeG if a client reads from that ob$ect and the reSuested data blocks are cachedG the read reSuest is
fulfilled without any access to the origin volume. If a client reSuests data from a file for which the
attribute cache timeout has been exceededG the FlexCache volume verifies that the attributes of the
file have not changed on the origin system. Then one of the following actions is taken:
!" If the attributes of the file have not changed since the file was cachedG the reSuested data is
either directly returned to the client (if it was already in the FlexCache volume) or retrieved from
the origin system and then returned to the client.
!" If the attributes of the file have changedG the file is marked as invalid in the cache. Then the
reSuested data blocks are read from the origin system as if it were the first time that file had
been accessed from that FlexCache volume.
Rith attribute cache timeoutsG clients can get stale data if they access a file on the FlexCache
volume that has been changed on the origin volumeG and the access is made before that fileVs
attribute cache timeout is reached. To prevent clients from ever getting stale dataG you can set the
Network Appliance Inc.
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attribute cache timeout to zero. HoweverG this will negatively affect your caching performanceG
because then every data reSuest causes an access to the origin system.

5.2.2.

Delegation

Rhen a reSuest to the FlexCache volume results in a missG the caching filer contacts the origin to
fetch a fresh copy. The Caching Filer may also reSuest a read delegation. A read delegation on a file
is a guarantee that no other clients are writing to the file. Once a file delegation is grantedG the file
cache is able to trust that it has the latest copy of the file and its attributesG and it can return portions
of the file and attributes to clients without going back to the origin server for freshness checking. This
mechanism reduces revalidation reSuirements between the cache and the origin and is more
efficient than having to poll the file for freshness.

5.2.3.

Write Operation Pro/J

If the client modifies the fileG that operation is proxied through to the origin filerG and the file is e$ected
from the cache. This also changes the attributes of the file on the origin volumeG so any other
FlexCache volume that has that data cached will re-reSuest the data once the attribute cache
timeout is reached and a client reSuests that data.

5.2.4.

Cache Hits and Pisses

Rhen a client makes a read reSuestG if the relevant block is cached in the FlexCache volumeG the
data is read directly from the FlexCache volume. This is called a cache hit. Cache hits are the result
of a previous reSuest.
A cache hit can be one of the following types:
! HiteThe reSuested data is cached and no verify is reSuired] the reSuest is fulfilled locally and
no access to the origin filer is made.
! Hit-VerifyeThe reSuested data is cached but the verification timeout has been exceededG so
the file attributes are verified against the origin system. No data is reSuested from the origin system.
In the case of a file being delegatedG a file need not be verifiedG and hence there is no user visible
latency.
If data is reSuested that is not currently on the FlexCache volumeG or if that data has changed since
it was cachedG the caching system loads the data from the origin system and then returns it to the
reSuesting client. This is called a cache miss.
A cache miss can be one of the following types:
! MisseThe reSuested data is not in the cache] it is read from the origin system and cached.
!" Miss-VerifyeThe reSuested data is cachedG but the file attributes have changed since the
file was cached] the file is e$ected from the cache and the reSuested data is read from the origin
system and cached.

5.6.

Space Management

Space Management in FlexCache is designed to ensure that that space within an aggregate is efficiently and
optimally allocated across multiple FlexCache volumes and FlexVols. During the normal course of operationG
ob$ects in the cache that are not freSuently used are e$ected in favor of ob$ects that are accessed most often. At
the same timeG space guarantees of FlexVols are honored. Because of this designG very little administrative
intervention is reSuired once FlexCache volumes are created within an aggregate.

5.>.

File Locking

Locking is critical in maintaining the consistency of files that can be modified by multiple clients over NFS.
FlexCache uses a distributed Network Lock Manager (NLM) to ensure that multiple processes donVt simultaneously
modify a fileG as well as coordinate the modification of a shared file between cooperating processes. FlexCache
acts as a proxy on behalf of the NLM server on the origin filerG while all locks are held by the origin server. Since
Network Appliance Inc.
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NLM is a stateful protocolG it is imperative that clients can reestablish locks if the servers go down and that these
servers know to release client locks if the client reboots. Both of these issues are solved by the Network Status
Monitor (NSM). The network status monitor notifies NLM about the current state of the networkG including any
system crashes that occur. NLM can then reestablish any of the stale sessions. FlexCache offers support for all
NLM related reSuestsG as well as NSM feedback.

5.5.

ReSuirements of Fle9Cache

The following reSuirements and limitations apply to the first release of FlexCache.
A FlexCache volume must always be a FlexVol volume. FlexCache volumes can be created in the same
aggregate as regular FlexVol volumes.
The origin volume can be a FlexVol volume or a traditional volume] it can also be a SnapLockQ volume.
The origin volume cannot be a FlexCache volume itselfG nor can it be a Stree.
Both the caching and origin filers must run Data ONTAP 7.0.1 or later in order to support the full feature
set of FlexCache as well as the back-end protocol between the caching and origin filers. They can be
upgraded independently of each other as long as both of them are running Data ONTAP 7.0.1 at a
minimum.
FlexCache reSuires NFS v2 and/or v3 clients .

6. Fle/Cache Best Practices

H.1.

Setting Up Volumes

The following steps are reSuired to set up a FlexCache volume. In this example *e&,-e is the caching filer and
#.-() is the origin filer.
Enable the FlexCache license on the caching filer
*e&,-e/0-(&e%#e01''022222220
304-e56&1&*e0-(&e%#e0*1#07ee%0(%#)1--e'80
09-e5:1&*e0e%17-e'80
*e&,-e/0;!%03."0<<0<=>?@>?A0BCD0E"&>%!)(&eF>04-e56&1&*e0-(&e%#e'80
0
Enable the FlexCache on the origin filer
#.-()/0!.)(!%#04-e5&1&*e8e%17-e0!%0
0
Allow the caching filer (heckle) to access the origin filer (split)
#.-()/0!.)(!%#04-e5&1&*e81&&e##0*!#)G*e&,-e0
0
Create the FlexCache volume using the syntax H!-0&"e1)e0H!-%1Ie01JJ"%1Ie0#(Ke0LM0
"eI!)e*!#)>"eI!)eH!-NIe80D*e0#(Ke0!40)*e09-e5:1&*e0H!-NIe0#*!N-'07e0eON1-0)!0
)*e0#(Ke0!40)*e0*!#)(%J01JJ"eJ1)e01JJ"P8
0
0
*e&,-e/0'40Q301JJ"P0
3JJ"eJ1)e000000000000000,7y)e#0000000N#e'0000001H1(-0&1.1&()y0
1JJ"P0000000000000000R=SRT<=?U000<P=?RU?R00RSS<==UTR0000000UV0
1JJ"PW8#%1.#*!)0000000?SS=ASS@00000ATR?@S000??RR<PRS0000000UV0
*e&,-e/0H!-0&"e1)e0H!-<&1&*e01JJ"P0R=SRT<=?U,0QM0#.-()>H!-<0
:"e1)(!%0!40H!-NIe0XH!-<&1&*eX0Y()*0#(Ke0R=SRT<=?U,0!%0&!%)1(%(%J01JJ"eJ1)e0
X1JJ"PX0*1#0&!I.-e)e'80
*e&,-e/0'40QZ0H!-<&1&*e0
9(-e#y#)eI00000000000000,7y)e#0000000N#e'0000001H1(-0&1.1&()y00;!N%)e'0!%0
WH!-WH!-<&1&*eW000000R=SRT<=?U0000000<SUS00RSS<=?@S@0000000UV00WH!-WH!-<&1&*eW0
WH!-WH!-<&1&*eW8#%1.#*!)0000000000P0000000000P0000000000P00000QQQV00WH!-WH!-<&1&0
*eW8#%1.#*!)0
*e&,-e/0H!-0&"e1)e0H!-U&1&*e01JJ"P0R=SRT<=?U,0QM07"1(%>H!-U0
:"e1)(!%0!40H!-NIe0XH!-U&1&*eX0Y()*0#(Ke0R=SRT<=?U,0!%0&!%)1(%(%J01JJ"eJ1)e0
X1JJ"PX0*1#0&!I.-e)e'80
*e&,-e/0'40QZ0H!-U&1&*e0
9(-e#y#)eI00000000000000,7y)e#0000000N#e'0000001H1(-0&1.1&()y00;!N%)e'0!%0
WH!-WH!-U&1&*eW000000R=SRT<=?U0000000<SUS00RSSP=<SUS0000000UV00WH!-WH!-U&1&*eW0
WH!-WH!-U&1&*eW8#%1.#*!)0000000000P0000000000P0000000000P00000QQQV00WH!-WH!-U&1&0
*eW8#%1.#*!)0
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H.?.

Migrating from DVFS

The following example shows how one would create a FlexCache mapping from a DNFS export:
The DNFS export:
&!%4(J8%4#8e5.!")#0G0[[0
0WH!-W)!1#)e"W'1)1W."!\e&)0)!1#)e">WH!-W'1)1W."!\e&)0*1"']I15Q1JeG<I]"!0
0[[0
Rould become
H!-0&"e1)e0)!1#)e"6'1)10^1JJ"/0^#(Ke/0QM0)!1#)e">'1)10
00
H!-0!.)(!%#0)!1#)e"6'1)101&)(Ie!0<I0
00
e5.!")4#0Q.01&)N1-GWH!-W)!1#)e"6'1)1W."!\e&)]"!0WH!-W)!1#)e"W'1)1W."!\e&)0

H.6.

Sizing

Rhen picking a filer appropriate for cachingG two parameters are most important: the size of the most actively used
set of data that the caching filer will serve and the performance of the filer head serving the active data set.
FlexCache volumes can be smaller than their origin volumes. HoweverG making the FlexCache volume too small
can negatively affect the caching performance. Rhen the FlexCache volume begins to fill upG it flushes old data to
make room for newly reSuested data. Rhen that old data is reSuested againG it must be retrieved from the origin
volume
The recommended best practice is to keep all FlexCache volumes set to the size of the containing aggregate. For
exampleG if you have two FlexCache volumes sharing a single 2TB aggregateG set the size of both FlexCache
volumes to 2TB. All FlexCache volumes are over-provisioned and will manage shared storage space to accelerate
the client workload on both volumes. The aggregate should be provisioned with sufficient storage space to hold
the clientsj working set on both volumes.
The performance characteristics of a caching filer are similar to the performance of the same filer serving an NFS
read workloadG minus a small amount of resources reSuired for the FlexCache implementation.

6.3.1.

Overprovisioning and Space Management

The best practice is to overprovision FlexCache volumes and allow the caching filer to manage their space.
Overprovisioning allows the creation of a large enough container for cached data without dedicating all of the
physical space only to the caching volume. Overprovisioning ensures that the available physical space within an
aggregate is more efficiently shared between the FlexCache and FlexVol volumes that the aggregate shares. For
multiple FlexCache volumes within an aggregateG the caching filerVs space management feature will evenly expire
ob$ects from within all the volumes.

6.3.2.

Administration of FlexCache Sizes

Once a FlexCache volume is created using recommended best practicesG the aggregateVs space reclamation
feature will manage the space allocated to it. It should not be necessary to manually change the size of the
FlexCache volume as long as the aggregateVs size stays unchanged.

6.3.3.

FlexVol and FlexCache Volumes in the Same Aggregate

If you have regular FlexVol volumes in the same aggregate as your FlexCache volumesG and you start to fill up the
aggregateG the FlexCache volumes can lose some of their unreserved space if they arenVt currently using it. In this
caseG when the FlexCache volume needs to fetch a new data block and it does not have enough free space to
accommodate itG a data block must be e$ected from one of the FlexCache volumes to make room for the new data
block.
If this situation causes too many cache missesG you can add more space to your aggregate or move some of your
data to another aggregate.
Network Appliance Inc.
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H.>.
6.4.1.

Scaling
Pod-based Approach to Accelerate Compute Farms

Most oftenG Linux servers are configured in racks or cabinets in a data center. Small groups of Linux servers in
racks are combined into discrete network segments that have an uplink to a backbone. The filers are also
connected to this backboneG typically with multiple Gigabit Ethernet network cards to provide adeSuate bandwidth.
This architecture has an obvious limitation: the entire farm is limited to the throughput of a single filer. Although
filers normally do their $obs wellG there is a point of saturation when hundreds or even thousands of clients are
reSuesting the same data. The filer will encounter a CPU and/or disk limitationG so that when more clients are
added to the farmG system throughput does not increase and may even decrease. This hot spot–bound scenario
can be addressed by deploying a NetApp solution. A possible architecture is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6C A pod-based approach for scaling Sinu/ farms.

In the revised architectureG each pod still contains a certain number of Linux hosts and a dedicated switch. Now
each pod also contains one caching filer with FlexCache volumes. The caching filer provides a high-speed local
copy of the most reSuested input files for each pod so that the origin filer can be offloaded from a large proportion
of the read reSuests of the farm. These reSuests are now served by a podVs local filerG without exchanging traffic
with the origin filer.
By adding to each pod a caching filer with its own FlexCache volumes in heavy read environments such as this
oneG the farm has much more read bandwidth available to the application in aggregate. Rhen the need for
compute power growsG a new pod with compute nodesG a caching filerG and its dedicated switch can be brought
online. This scaling methodology ensures that the available NFS read bandwidth scales far beyond the capabilities
of a single filer.
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H.5.
6.5.1.

Performance Considerations
Viewing the FlexCache Configuration

For FlexCache related configuration use H!-0#)1)N#0LH. The highlighted text shows FlexCache related
configuration details. In this case the volume H!-<&1&*e is a FlexCache volume and its origin filer/volume are
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6.5.2.

Performance Benefits of Fitting Entire Dataset in Memory

Ob$ects within a FlexCache volume can be e$ected during normal operation if the size of the active data set
exceeds the limits of the cache because of the caching filerVs space management feature. Client reSuests that
result in a cache hit are served from the caching filer diskG andG if possibleG from the memory of the filer. Therefore
a FlexCache volume will perform most optimally when the most actively accessed subset of data can fit in the
memory of the filer hosting the volume. In this case when the data is being served out of caching filer memoryG the
caching filer will most likely be network bound.
The next base case is when the active dataset does not fit in filer memory and is served from cache disk. In this
case the caching filer is disk bound.
The estimation of the size of the most actively accessed dataset is therefore an important performance
consideration. The determination of the model for caching filer and associated amount of attached disk can be
made based on this estimation.

6.5.3.

How Do I Set the Time-to-Live (TTL) for Cached Ob$ectsm

The following volume-level options can be used to set the TTL
3ol option
T/planation
1&"eJI150
Attribute Cache regular file timeout] the amount in time (s) files
are valid before consulting the origin
1&'("I150
Attribute Cache directory timeout] the amount in time (s)
directories are valid before consulting the origin
1&#yII150
Attribute Cache symbolic link timeout] the amount in time (s)
symbolic links are valid before consulting the origin
1&)(Ie!0
Attribute Cache regular file timeout] the amount in time (s) files
are valid before consulting the origin
4-e5&1&*e6I(%6"e#e"He0 Minimum space guaranteed in the aggregate for the given
FlexCache volume
Table 1C Fle/Cache per volume TTS settings.
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Default value
30s
30s
30s
30s
100MB

TECHNICAL REPORT

For many workloadsG the working dataset does not change at all. An example of such a workload is rendering
applicationsG where data is read from one file and the contents of that file do not change. After processingG writes
are made to another file.
Caching can be implemented more effectively for such applications by setting the value of the appropriate acn
options to a large valueG such as 60mG to increase the TTL of read-only cache ob$ects.

6.5.4.

How Do I See FlexCache-related Statsm

The following table shows caching related statistics for both the caching and the origin filer.
Statistic

Command on a Fle/3ol

T/planation

Volume size

'40

Reports volume size of the origin volume

'40LZ0

Reports volume size of the local cache

Cache hit rateG bandwidth
savings

4-e5&1&*e0#)1)#0L:00

NFS cache stats

%4##)1)0Q:0

Cached volume(s)

4-e5&1&*e0#)1)#0LM0Q&0

On the caching filerG displays client side
bandwidth savings and hit/miss stats for the
volume
On the caching filerG reports NFS cache hit
rate
On the origin filerG shows which volumes are
being cached by what caching filer
4-e5&1&*e8.e"6&-(e%)6#)1)# option
must also be set to !%

Table 2C Fle/Cache statistics.

6.5.5.

TCP Rindow Size Optimization for RAN Traffic

One of the most relevant settings for TCP/IP communications over RAN is the TCP window. A TCP window is the
amount of outstanding (unacknowledged by the recipient) data a sender can send on a particular connection
before it gets an acknowledgment back from the receiver.
The TCP window size for FlexCache volumes can be set by using the command
!.)(!%#0#.1"#e8)&.6Y(%'!Y#(Ke0
0

6.5.6.

How to Tell Reads from Memory vs. Reads from Disk on the Caching Filer

The #y##)1) command on the caching filer will report resource utilization.
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Re can see NFS traffic going out the wire with hardly any disk I/OG with the cache age being o60. In this case the
caching filer is serving files out of memory.
If the disk I/O traffic is more significant and the cache age is smallerG files are being served from disk.

U. Conclusion
To enhance the productivity of workers in remote locationsG organizations with a geographically distributed
workforce must ensure that remote workers can access and share mission-critical data Suickly and efficiently.
HoweverG limited wide area network (RAN) bandwidth between the central office and remote locations can make
that difficult. Remote users often experience poor performance in receiving large files for applicationsG such as
CAD/CAM or software developmentG and in accessing data repositories across the RAN (which must be shared to
support remote office operations). AdditionallyG IT support at remote sites is often limitedG complicating the
management of operations such as backup and data replication. The Network ApplianceQ FlexCache solution
provides centralized IT administration of data while delivering improved data access to remote workers. In highperformance computing environmentsG such as movie postproductionG bio-informaticsG and simulationG FlexCache
can be used to scale overall performance without adding management overhead.
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